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Abstract— As boundary shear stress is an important parameter in open flow so experiments have been conducted in smooth 
and rough open channels and some experiments have been considered from different literatures for examining it’s variation 
with geometric, hydraulic and roughness parameters. These experimental channels comprising of trapezoidal and rectangular 
main channel and two symmetrically disposed flood plains. The local shear stress and boundary shear stress distribution 
cannot be determined easily as they depend upon the velocity field, the shape of the cross section and the boundary 
roughness. Variation of shear on flood plain and main channel with respect to the width ratio, relative flow depth and 
roughness has been demonstrated. A comparison between boundary shear stress distributions in smooth and rough 
compound channels has been made. Certain not worthy differences have been seen in both the channels due to account of 
secondary flow structure. The results provide a brief idea which will be useful for successfully knowing the distribution of 
boundary shear stress when the geometric, hydraulic and roughness parameters of simple and compound channels change. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Boundary shear stress is an important parameter in 
open channel flow. It is important to compute the 
distribution of boundary shear stress in the vicinity of 
river bank and its bed. Boundary shear distribution 
depends on secondary flows, shape of cross-section 
and non-uniform roughness distribution around the 
wetted perimeter. Importance of boundary shear 
stress distribution is crucial for the study as the local 
or mean boundary shear stress is an important 
parameter in many hydraulic equations concerning 
resistance, sediment, dispersion or cavitations 
problems. To find the boundary shear stress 
distribution along the wetted perimeter is one of the 
basic problems in open channel flow. Shear stress 
distribution helps for computing flow resistance, 
sediment transport rate, channel erosion or deposition 
of sediments and design of channels. 
The boundary shear stress distribution and flow 
resistance in both simple and compound cross-
sectional channels having both smooth and rough 
surfaces have been investigated by many scientists 
(Knight & Patel 1985, Ackerman & Hoover 2001). 
Knight et al. (1994) presented equations to compute 
of the mean and maximum boundary shear stresses 
individually for those acting on bed(τ ) and on the 
walls(τ ) for straight trapezoidal channels. Yang and 
lim (1998) presented an analytical method for 
computation of the boundary shear stress distribution 
acting on the wetted perimeter of prismatic open 
channels. They introduced analytical equations which 
are valid for all channels with different aspect ratios 
and verified them using experimental shear stress 
data. 
The trapezoidal channel flow has given special 
attention because it is very common in practice. Total 
mean boundary shear stress τ0 can be expressed 

as	휌푔푅푆, in which 푅 = hydraulic radius and 푆 = 
energy slope, then the bed and side wall shear 
stresses, 휏  and 휏  can be similarly expressed as 휏  = 
휌푔푅푤S and 휏 =휌푔푅푏푆. The hydraulic mean radius 
푅  and 푅  are 퐴 /푃 and퐴 /푃 , where 퐴  and 퐴  
are the sub-region areas and 푃   and 푃  are wetted 
perimeter along the bed and side wall. Therefore to 
assess these boundary shear stresses, the unknown 
parameters are the subdivided area 퐴 and퐴 . 
The boundary shear stress distribution along the 
wetted perimeter of an open channel is mainly 
governed by the cross-sectional shape of the channel 
(Ghosh and Roy, 1970; Knight et al., 1994), the 
boundary roughness distribution (Ghosh and Mehta, 
1974; Knight et al., 1992). The non-uniformity 
distribution of boundary shear stressis widely proved 
even for steady flows in straight prismatic channels 
with a simple cross-sectional geometry. This is 
attributed to the anisotropy of the turbulence 
producing transverse gradients of Reynolds stresses, 
which are responsible for the formation of 
longitudinal or axial vorticities and the presence of 
secondary flow cells particularly in corner regions 
(Chlebek and Knight, 2006). 
The data of other investigators and FCF series (flood 
channel facility) have been used here in for analysis 
of compound channels. For in bank flow also the data 
from other sources have been taken as the limited 
experiments have been conducted in NIT Rourkela 
channel. 
 
II. DETAILS EXPERIMENTAL  
 
Experiments were conducted under controlled 
laboratory conditions in the Fluid Mechanics and 
Hydraulics Laboratory of the Civil Engineering 
Department at the National Institute of Technology, 
Rourkela, India. Experiments were carried out by 
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changing the roughness of the main channel bed. For 
the present study a straight simple channel has been 
fabricated inside a tilting flume having dimension 
12m long, 2m wide and 0.5m depth. A large overhead 
tank is there for feeding water into the channels. At 
the downstream end, a masonry volumetric tank was 
constructed for discharge measurement. For 
providing a continuous water supply an underground 
sump was present outside of the laboratory and the 
water from volumetric tank comes to this large sump 
then feeds to overhead tank using centrifugal pumps 
of capacity 15HP and 10HP.At the beginning of the 
flume a series of baffle walls were installed for 
energy dissipation purpose followed by a stilling 
chamberi.e., to reduce turbulence of the huge amount 
of flow before passing over the channel. Travelling 
bridges were used for measuring purpose. Tailgate 
was provided just before end point of the flume for 
maintaining a particular flow depth throughout the 
experiments and also for bed slope measurement. 
Fig.1 shows the Schematic drawing of whole 
experimental system in NITR. The experimental 
simple channel is having trapezoidal section of 330 
mm wide at bottom, 550 mm wide at top having 
depth of 110 mm, side slope of 1:1 and the 
longitudinal slope are given 0.001325for smooth 
channel and 0.001 is given for rough channel so that 
water could flow under gravity. The cross sectional 
geometry of the simple channel is graphically 
presented in Fig.2. To create stone roughened on 
main channel the flowing procedure was adopted. 
River pebbles was glued to the main channel by using 
adhesive and left for 24hrs to dry. After 24hrs, the 
excess material was swept out to get uniform 
roughness in the channel. By this process, the surface 
area of the main channel of the test reach was 
roughened. The schematic diagram of the roughened 
main channel cross-section is shown in Fig.3. 
Experiments were carried out inside the channel 
keeping the geometrical and roughness parameter 
same for analysis of boundary shear stress. The 
boundary shear stress distribution (τ) across the 
wetted perimeter of the flow section of simple main 
channel was measured by Preston tubes. This was 
done to evaluate or determine the interaction 
mechanism on the distribution of boundary shear 
stress across the wetted flow perimeter. As per Patel, 
the difference in static and dynamic pressure values 
(Δp) observed in the static holes and dynamic holes 
respectively by the Preston tube immersed in the 
boundary layer of the flowing liquid can be used to 
measure indirectly the point boundary shear stress 
over the solid boundary with an accuracy of +/-6%. 
The longitudinal velocity at purposed points across 
the cross section at a number of horizontal layers 
covering the entire flow depth was measured trough a 
Micro-Pitot static tube of outside diameter 4.77 mm 
by placing the Pitot tube normal to the flow direction. 
For the straight simple channel only half of the cross 
section was used for measurement of velocity as the 

section was symmetrical about the centre of the 
simple channel. 

 

 
Fig.1. Schematic diagram of whole experimental system 

 

 
Fig.2. Cross sectional view of simple channel 

 

 
Fig.3. Cross-section of theroughened main channel 

 

 
Fig.4. (i)Testing simple channel (ii) Arrangement of Pitot Tube 
and Point Gauge (iii) Inclined Manometer (iv)Testing simple 

channel with roughened material 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: 
 
3.1. Simple Channel Data 
 

Table 1: Geometric and hydraulic parameter of 
simple channel 
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3.1.1. Smooth Simple Channel 
 

 
Fig.5. Percentage of Shear Force on Wall versus B/H of Smooth 

Simple Channel 
 

 
Fig.6. Percentage of Shear Force on Bed versus B/Hof Smooth 

Simple Channel 
 

The graphical presentation of boundary shear stress 
distribution for simple channels in terms of 
percentage shear on bed (%S ) and percentage shear 
on wall (%S ) against B/H has been done. Where, B 
is the bottom width of the channel and H is the flow 
depth. More data sets have been collected from other 
literatures for examining this distribution. Fig.5and 
Fig.6 show the boundary shear stress distribution%S  
and %S  for simple channel where the roughness of 
wall and bed are same. The distribution of shear on 
wall (%S ) provides falling trend where as 
distribution of shear on bed(%S ) provides a reverse 
trend of that. It is concluded that when flow increase 
the shear stress also increases on bed however 
decreases on wall.  
 
3.1.2. Rough Simple Channel 
 

 
Fig.7. Percentage of Shear Force on Wall versus B/Hof Rough 

Simple Channel 
 

 
Fig.8. Percentage of Shear Force on Bed versus B/Hof Rough 

Simple Channel 

Fig.7and Fig.8 demonstrate the variation percentage 
shear on bed(%S ) and percentage shear on 
wall(%S ) against B/H for the channels where the 
wall and bed having different roughness. 
The similar results of upward curve of %S with 
B H⁄ and down ward curve of %S  with B H⁄ have 
been observed for all data sets. But the distribution in 
different rough channels isnot identical with the 
magnitude of shear force as this distribution of shear 
greatly varies with different geometry and roughness. 
But one can observe that when the roughness of wall 
and bed are same, the variations of dependent 
parameters (%S , %S ) with independent parameters 
(B H⁄ )are identical in shear force values. The 
percentage shear on bed(%S ) and wall(%S ) of all 
the channels having same roughness are meeting at 
one place making one trend. 
 
3.2. Compound Channel Data 
 

Table2: Geometric and hydraulic parameter of 
Compound channel 

 
 
3.2.1.Smooth compound channel 
 

Fig.9. Percentage of Shear Force on %Smc versus β of 
SmoothCompound Channel 

Fig.10. Percentage of Shear Force on %Sfp versus β of Smooth 
Compound Channel 

 
The dependency of percentage shear force in main 
channel  %S  and percentage shear force in flood 
plain  %S 	against relative flow depth(β)for smooth 
compound open channel flow have been presented in 
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the Fig.9 and 10. The rising trends have been 
observed here and  the clear dependence of both 
depended and independent variables obey power 
function with high regression coefficient of  0.9186. 
The power functional relationship is presented by  
%S and	%S = aβ , where a and b are coefficient 
of regression. The trends observed for %S  
with	βare down in nature means when the flow depth 
rises, the boundary shear distribution on main channel 
decreases. But the reverse upward curve have been 
observed for flood plain cases. That means with 
increase in depth, the flood plain shear also increases 
causing reduction in main channel. 
 

Fig.11. Percentage of Shear Force on %Smc versus α of Smooth 
Compound Channel 

 

 
Fig.12. Percentage of Shear Force on %Sfp versus α of Smooth 

Compound Channel 
 
The graphical presentation of percentage shear force 
in main channel %S  andpercentage shear force in 
flood plain %S against width ratio(α) have been 
presented in the Fig.11andFig 12.The functional 
dependency of percentage shear force in main 
channel  %S  and flood plain are also power in 
nature.It has been clearly observed that 
%S decreases with increase of width ratio but %S  
increases with increase of width ratio. That means 
when channel widens the boundary shear force is 
reducing on main channel leading to increase inshear 
on flood plain. The power functional relationship is 
presented by%S 	and	%S = cβ , where c and d 
are coefficient of regression. 
 
3.2.2. Rough compound channel 

 
Fig.13. Percentage of Shear Force on %Smc versus β of Rough 

Compound Channel 

 
Fig.14. Percentage of Shear Force on %Sfp versus β of Rough 

Compound Channel 

 
Fig.15. Percentage of Shear Force on %Smc versus α of Rough 

Compound Channel 

Fig.16. Percentage of Shear Force on %Sfp versus β of Rough 
Compound Channel 

 
The dependency of percentage shear force in main 
channel  %S  and percentage shear force in flood 
plain  %S against relative flow depth(β) and width 
ratio(α)for rough compound open channel flow have 
been presented in the Fig.13,Fig.14,Fig.15 and 
Fig.16.  The channels, used here are of different 
roughness in main channel and flood plain. Mainly 
the main channels are smooth and flood plains are 
having various roughness. The similar identical 
trends as smooth compound channel have been 
observed for rough cases. The trends for %S  
with	β	are down in nature means when the flow depth 
rises, the boundary shear distribution on main channel 
decreases. But the reverse upward curve have been 
observed for flood plain cases. That means with 
increase in depth, the flood plain shear also increases 
causing reduction in main channel.The best 
functional relationships of both depended and 
independent variables show power in nature with 
high regression coefficient of 0.9. It has also been 
clealy observed the same natures of trend of 
%S and%S  with width ratio are noticed as found 
for smoothy open channel cases. That means when 
channel widens the boundary shear force is reducing 
on main channel leading to increase inshear on flood 
plain. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Experiments were conducted under controlled 
laboratory conditions in the Fluid Mechanics and 
Hydraulics Laboratory at the NITR channels by 
changing the roughness of the main channel bed for 
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examining boundary shear variation with the 
geometric and flow parametersin simple 
channel.More data sets have been collected from 
other literatures for examining this distribution. Some 
major conclusions are as follows:  
 
1. The distribution of shear on wall (%푆 ) in 

simple channel (bed and wall having same 
roughness) provides falling trend where as 
distribution of shear on bed(%푆 ) provides a 
reverse trend of that. It is concluded that when 
flow increase the shear stress also increases on 
bed however decreases on wall. The values of 
percentage shear on bed(%푆 ) and on 
wall(%푆 ) of all the channels having same 
roughness seems to make one trend. 

2. The similar results of %푆 with 퐵 퐻and %푆  
with 퐵 퐻have been observed for channels where 
the wall and bed having different roughness all 
data sets. The distribution in different rough 
channels is not identical with the magnitude of 
shear force as this distribution of shear greatly 
varies with different geometry and roughness. 

3. The trends observed for %푆  with훽 in 
compound channels are down in nature i.e., when 
the flow depth rises, the boundary shear 
distribution on main channel decreases. But the 
reverse upward curves have been observed for 
flood plain shear (%푆 푣푠훽) cases. That means 
with increase in depth, the flood plain shear also 
increases causing reduction in main channel. 

4. It has been clearly observed that %푆  decreases 
with increase of width ratio but %푆  increases 
with increase of width ratio. That means when 
channel widens the boundary shear force is 
reducing on main channel leading to increase 
inshear on flood plain.The similar identical 
trends as smooth compound channel have been 
observed for rough compound channel cases. 
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